Abstmct-This paper presents an extension of the authors' previous stratified motion planning results to the case where the base manifold upon which the motion planning occurs is not smooth. Robotic applications of this work includes motion planning for legged robots over non-smooth (but known) terrain and manipulation of non-smooth objects with multiple robotic manipulators.
Introduction
This paper presents an extension of a novel control strategy which considers motion planning for robotic systems which are characterized by switching dynamics. Previous work by the authors developed a "stratified motion planning" algorithm which provided a means for motion planning for systems with switching cation of this previous work is legged locomotion over smooth terrain where the switching dynamics occur when various feet make and break contact with the ground. Another application is robotic manipulation of smooth objects where the switching dynamics occur when the robotic fingers make and break contact with the manipulated object. This paper presents an extension of this algorithm to handle the case where the terrain or object is non-smooth.
Specifically, the previous work of the authors assumed that the configuration manifold for the system under consideration was smooth and that the discontinuous nature of the dynamics of the system resulted only from the intermittent physical contact among various elements of the overall system. A consequence of this assumption was that a particular critical element (the "bottom stratum," described subsequently) was smooth. Previous results did not consider the case where the bottom stratum was not smooth, which is a case that includes legged locomotion over nonsmooth terrain and manipulation of nonsmooth objects, which is the focus of this paper.
The main difficulty with such systems, and stratified systems in general, is to determine a method to analytically incorporate, either in an analysis tool or control synthesis algorithm, the discontinuous nature dynamics PI, PI, PI, ~41, [51, PI, ~71, PI. o n e appli- of the equations of motion for the system. Incorporating the discontinuities of the equations of motion of a system into a general motion planning algorithm is difficult because almost all motion planning methods assume that the equations of motion are smooth.
An overall goal of the approach is to formulate the results in a mathematically general way so that they apply to the broadest possible class of problems. This allows, for example, the implementation of the general approach via a software toolkit where a particular user would only need to input the particular kinematics of the system under consideration and a description of the terrain. The software toolkit would neither be limited to any particular kinematic design, nor would it depend on the number of legs and/or fingers of a robotic platform. Indeed, both the manipulation results, schematically illustrated in Figure 1 and presented in Section 4.1 as well as the legged locomotion results, schematically illustrated in Figure 2 and presented in Section 4.2, use nearly identical software t o plan the motions for the systems. One aspect of our current efforts is the development of a "production quality" software toolkit for general stratified systems.
Prior research efforts concerning legged locomotion have typically focused either on a particular morphology such as in [9] , [lo] , [Ill, [12] or a particular locomotion assumption such as in [12] 
Smooth Stratified Systems
This work is an extension of previous work by the authors; therefore, a short review of previous results is necessary. This section outlines the stratified motion planning method for smooth systems, which forms the basis for the extension to non-smooth stratified case. Many details are necessarily omitted, and the interested reader is referred to [l] , [ A simple example will provide an intuitive understanding of the geometry inherent in stratified systems. Consider the simplistic example two fingers intermittently engaging the a smooth object, such as a sphere. The set of configurations corresponding to one of the robots engaging the object is a smooth codimension one submanifold contained in the configuration space. Figure 3 . Configuration manifold structure for two cooperating robots.
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The same is true when the other robot engages the object. Similarly, when both robots engage the object, the system is on a smooth codimension two submanifold of the configuration space formed by the intersection of the single contact submanifolds. Each submanifold is referred to as a stratum. The structure of the configuration manifold for such a system is abstractly illustrated in Figure 3 .
More generally, let SO denote the system's entire configuration manifold and Si C SO denote the smooth codimension one submanifold of SO that corresponds to all configurations where only the ith robot engages the object. Denote, the intersection of Si and Sj, by Sij = Si n Sj. The set Sij physically corresponds to states where both the ith and j t h robots engage the object. Further intersections can be similarly be recursively
The lowest-dimensional stratum will be called the bottom stratum. All our previous efforts have assumed that all the strata are smooth manifolds, which, as illustrated subsequently, will not be true in the case of nonsmooth objects or terrain. We assume that the equations of motion on each stratum are of the form
where the first subscript, I, indexes the stratum upon which the equations are defined. The motion planning algorithm for smooth stratified systems is based upon the method presented in [32] . The approach is to construct an extended system in which the original set of equations of motion is appended with Lie bracket vector fields associated with which are fictitious inputs. For the extended system, motion planning is trivial since it is constructed so that the span of all the vector field is full rank. Formal algebraic computations utilizing indeterminates, bi, formal exponential expansions of the form ebi = 1 + bi + $ + which can be related to solutions of the original equations 1 and approximations to Lie brackets of the form 4;92 0 4;91 0 (fp 0 @1(2) = 4 p 9 q Z ) + O(E3), (2) where (20) represents the solution of the differential equation x = g1(x) at time E starting from xo provide a mechanism to determine the real control inputs.
For stratified system, if it is the case that the Lie bracket between the vector fields which switch the system among strata and any other vector fields is zero (called "Lie bracked decoupling," which will always be satisfied with holonomic manipulators. See [4] for a complete discussion.), then it is straight forward to show that vector fields defined on multiple strata can be considered simultaneously in the motion planning algorithm (a detailed explanation can be found in [7] ). An outline of the algorithm is as follows. 1. Check that the Lie bracket decoupling assump-
Check that the stratified system is controllable 3. Determine a nominal trajectory in the bottom tion holds.
(see PI, [31) .
Construct the extended stratified system on the bottom strata. This is of the form
. , 
Nonsmooth Stratified Systems
In this section we consider the geometry of a nonsmooth stratified system arid the manner in which the motion planning algorithm outlined in Section 2 can be extended to the non smooth case. Consider the case of the four fingers manipulating the cube illustrated in Figure 4 . If each finger has, say, three revolute joints, then the overall configuration space for the system is SO = SE(3) x S3x4, where SE(3) describes the configuration of the cube and S3x4 represents the configuration of the joints. As described in Section 2, if the object were smooth, then the set of all configurations where one finger contacts the object defines a smooth codimension one submanifold of SO. However, since the object is not smooth, the set of configurations where the finger contacts the cube will be the union of 6 disconnected smooth manifolds with boundary. In general, we use stratum SI,,,J,,K,L,, where 1 L I < J < K < L _< 4 and m,n,p and q are different integers between 1 and 6, to represent the configuration when four fingers I , J, K and L are in contact with surfaces m, n,p and q respectively. Similarly, stratum SI,,, J , , K~ represents the configuration when three of the four fingers, I , J and K , are in contact with the surfaces m, n and p of the object respectively. The level of the stratum is referred to as its codimension. Thus, the bottom stratum for the structure our system is on the 4th level and contains all the strata with codimenion 4 representing all the four fingers are in contact with the cube. And, all the strata representing three of the four fingers are in contact with the cube are in level 3. Part of the combinatorial structure of the stratified system is shown in Figure 5 , where the nodes of the figure represents different strata, the edges connecting the nodes indicate that it is possible for the system to move from one stratum t o another. Thus, if the nodes axe connected by an edge, the system can move between the strata, if there is no edges between two nodes, the system cannot move between them directly. Comparing the structure of this stratified system with the system of robot fingers engaging a smooth object described in Section 2, we can find that for the stratified system with multiple fingers t o manipulate a smooth object, there is just one bottom stratum in the configuration structure. However, for our stratified system for four finger to manipulate a cube object, the bottom stratum is the union of P: = 360 manifolds with boundary. In the rest of the development, we will consider each of these manifolds with boundary as a separate stratum.
On the bottom level, Figure 5 shows that the system cannot move from one stratum to another since there are no edges between them. But, the system actually can be moved from one stratum t o another on the bottom level by moving up to the strata in the upper levels and then move down t o the stratum in the bottom level. For example, the system can be moved along a series of strata s11223443 t) S112334 ++ 5'1~2~ +) s112335 ++ s11233544 to move between strata S11233445 and s11233544 by going through the strata in the levels 2,3 and 4, or the system can be moved between strata s15223346 and &!?15263344 by going through the strata just Although we have presented the structure of a nonsmooth stratified system by way of a particular example, namely, four fingers manipulating a cube, formulating the generic structure is straight forward. In particular, a stratum is simply a smooth manifold with boundary and a single, smooth bottom stratum does not necessarily exist, but is, in fact, the union of mulin levels 3 and 4 s1522334.3 +) SI53344 ++ s152.33344. tiple strata.
Having developed the structure of a non-smooth stratified system, we consider motion planning for nonsmooth systems, which only involves one additional complication relative to the smooth stratified system case. In particular, since the bottom stratum is not simply a smooth manifold, then the nominal trajectory (step 3 for the smooth case) will not be contained within a single stratum. Too see this, consider the same example of four fingers manipulating a cube and consider an ending configuration wherein the four fingers are contacting a different face of the cube than upon which they started. Since the nominal trajectory is computed in the bottom stratum (all the fingers in contact with the cube), the nominal trajectory will need t o switch among the various strata from which the bottom stratum is comprised.
Examples
Robotic Manipulation
To verify the motion planning method for the manipulation of the cube, we apply the method by simulating the motion when four spherical fingers manipulate a cube with with width 2b (b = 3 inch). We number the fingers and the surfaces of the cube the manner illustrated in ) and vf E (-T, T ) . Space limitatios prevent including the details, but the kinematics of the manipulators are taken to be identical to a PUMA 560.
We would like to rotate the cube along axis w = [l, 1, 1IT for an angle of 9 up to 7r using the four spherical fingers. The constructure of all the fingers and the object at the initial state is shown in Figure 6 , a close picture of both the fingers and the object during the motion procedure are shown in Figure 7 to 11. The theoretical and simulation results have aIso been verified experimentally. The experimental system is shown in Figure 12 , which consists of four PUMA 560 robots mounted on a common platform, where each robot has and identical spherical end effector. Three 8-axis Galill880 motion control boards are installed on one PC running Linux operating system to control the motion of the robots. An arbitrary motion can be specified for the object besides the motion we showed in the simulation session. Experiments show that algorithmically the method works as expected. Due to the highly nonlinear nature of the problem and the fundamentally open loop nature of the algorithm, only limited manipulation is possible before the cube is dropped. A future paper will detail current efforts to implement a visionbased system which will provide feedback information to the manipulation system, leading to more robust manipulation.
Legged Locomotion
The algorithm was also verified via simulation on a hexapod robot model as illustrated in Figure 2 Note that these simplistic equations literally require some foot slippage in order to describe the motion of a robot like the one illustrated in Figure 2 ; however, we utilize this very simple model in order to clarify the presentation of the theory. A real robot could be designed to conform to such a kinematic model if the front and rear leg front to hack deflections were appropriately modified and if the "knee" joint were kinematically linked to the front to back deflections in such a manner as to prevent foot slippage. To make the presentation a manageable length, we assume that the robot's equations of motion are the same regardless of which combination of feet are on the lower level or up on the square bumps; although, we emphasize that this is not at all required by the theory previously presented. Furthermore, since all the bumps have the same height, then the bottom stratum is composed of all 26 = 64 possible different combinations of the various feet being either on the lower plane or higher bumps. We will denote the strata composing the bottom stratum by So00000 (all feet on the lower level) through S 1 1 1 1 1 1 . An easy numerical computation shows that the system traverses 45 members of the bottom strata as s goes from 0 to 2. In particular, the first and last A plot of the are: end of its motion is illustrated in Figure 13 . The black Figure 12 . Manipulation of a Cube Object.
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dots represent the foot placement locations, illustrating the complex pattern of foot placements necessary to achieve the motion. We emphasize that this was a greatly simplified example in that all the bumps had the same height (so that it was only necessary to check if a foot was on a bump, rather than differentiate among the bumps; furthermore, the kinematics of the robot were assumed to be very simple and unchanged regardless of on which of the strata of which the bottom stratum is composed the robot is.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presented an extension of the stratified motion planning algorithm t o the case where the domain upon which the robot is evolving is non-smooth, but known. The extension was rather straight forward in that, while the structure of the stratified space increased in complexity significantly due to the fact that the bottom stratum is actually a set of multiple strata, the only necessary modification to the algorithm is the need t o compute the nominal trajectory through multiple bottom strata, which is relatively simple to do.
The theory was illustrated with very simple examples. Avenues of related current and future work include 1. supplementing the algorithm with a means for vi- 
